Make it expliCID
I'm in work package...

WP1: brain development (YOUth)
WP2: interventions (L-CID)
WP3: intergeneration transmission
WP4: animal and mathematical models
I work with cohort(s)...

- YOUTH (17)
- L-CID (9)
- RADAR (5)
- TRAILS (3)
- NTR (7)
- Generation-R (6)
- animal (6)
How would you describe CID in 1 word?

collaboration
development
research community
multidisciplinary
enormous
cohort studies
community
great
connection
coherent
childhood
innovative
future
important
How would you describe your research topic in 2 words?
Would you like to continue with online meetings after covid?

- Yes, only CID Spotlights: 22
- Yes, only symposia: 1
- Yes, both CID Spotlights and symposia: 11
- No: 4
What would you like to do at the first live meeting?

- Mostly socializing: 6
- Mostly scientific content: 5
- 50/50: 27
- Total: 38
Social activities: what would you like?

- retreat (13)
- hiking ("wandelen") (6)
- teambuilding activity (16)
- lunch (16)
- dinner (13)
- drinks (25)
- party (8)
- something in nature (12)
- something cultural (4)
- something active (12)
- nothing, let's stick to science (5)
More ideas are welcome...

- A retrait in Oudewater
- Indoor rock climbing
- Huge picknick
- escape room
- Pubquiz
- Retreat!
- team sports
- real life pub quiz
- pannenkoeken
More ideas are welcome...

CIDyoung retreat

Pub quiz

dodgeball

volleyball tournament

CIDyoung Retreat

retreat for assistant and associate profs

Mountainbiken

Have a badminton tournament

CID spotlight
More ideas are welcome...

- meetings in person, networking
- special issue and most meetings
- getting together with PhD’s from multiple cohorts to collaborate
- CID spotlight, youngCID meeting
- getting to know people who I only knew by name
- Multi-cohort collaborations
- Meeting researchers from other cohorts
What was your CID highlight so far?

- First live meeting
- Data collection youth cohort
- The symposia
- Getting inspired by how other cohorts do things
- CID young
- Team work
- CID retreat
- Special issue
- The real-life meetings and collaborating for the special issue
What was your CID highlight so far?

- Collaborative papers
- Working with other disciplines.
- CID young
- Meeting other people
- Meeting other researchers
- CID young
- First paper on Cid data
- CID retreat
What was your CID highlight so far?

- Real-life meetings in Utrecht
- Team science
- CIDyoung meeting, CID spotlight, lunch at the Paushuize
- Spotlights
- Special issue
- Retreat
Who should know about your research?

- Researchers: 33
- Policy makers: 18
- Parents: 17
- Teachers/educators: 11
- Health providers: 11
- Children: 14
CID has a closed LinkedIn group. What shall we do with it?

- Keep it closed: only for the CID community: 3
- Make it public for everyone: 23
- Delete it: 5
Mental exercise

How would you describe your work on a CV?
... what did you mention in this description?

14 the research department
16 the cohort
8 the consortium
9 ...none
What growth/career opportunities would you like to receive?

- tenure
- opportunities for collaboration
- more network opportunities among CID assistant and associate profs
- Funding
- sharing my knowledge
- Team science options
- Post-doc positions
- Connection with facilities about developed
- Funding to continue data collection
What growth/career opportunities would you like to receive?

- Realistic outlook and possibilities
- Close gap between theory and practice
- Opportunities to collaborate
- Post-doc position
- Truly interdepartmental science
- Mentoring
- Be able to stay in science/research
- Tenure assistant prof. position
- More networking and more collaboration
What growth/career opportunities would you like to receive?

- Educate general public with our knowledge
- Spinoza award ;-)  
- Mentoring
- Opportunities for participatory science
- Tenure as UD/UHD
- Scientific collaboration. Less social activities etc. Starting point for career in academia.
- Grants, grants, grants
Time for input

Until the end of CID

Why some children thrive and others don't.
What would you like to accomplish yourself before CID ends?

- Use collected data to their full potential
- I really like the added value of combining the cohort data. Can we do more with that?
- Focus more on diversity
- Integration
  - new grant application
  - allow other researchers to put the data to use - open up!
- Use more of the data collected in YOUth
- At least one collaborative paper
- Clear data storage plans/executed plans
What would you like to accomplish yourself before CID ends?

- One other multi-cohort evidence synthesis project for a very important research question
- Clear overview of which data is published/in prep/not used yet
- Public event/societal impact
- More (also smaller) collaborations between researchers within CID (besides the large, great 4 cohort studies)
- Combine developmental data across cohorts
- Investigating person-specific differences in susceptibility to environmental influences
- Public event for all CID participants
- Use all data available within CID for each research question I am addressing
- Combine the 3-generation data
What would you like to accomplish yourself before CID ends?

- to go on with this after 2023 (new grant)
- Finish my PhD
- Extented time for PhD students and Postdocs for the difficulties regarding COVID
- Be a true example of open science
- Connect the individual projects more
- Combining the expertises of differenty researchers within CID (e.g. theory and statistics)
- Clear agreements on how long you can work with the data after CID
- Develop a data storage strategy
- See an “open” data framework for easily accessing data for further research
What would you like to accomplish yourself before CID ends?

- International conferences
- More networking (in person)
- Open data plan

- Receiving training for integration
- Data visualization of combined cohort data (e.g., roughly mapped onto the NL)
What output should CID strive for in the coming 2 years?

1st: Data storage and integration
2nd: Science communication
3rd: More collaboration
4th: A high impact paper
5th: An end activity
Time for input
After CID
Do you see a future for CID after 2023?

- Yes: 22
- No: 0
- I don't know: 5
Would you like to be involved in CID collaboration yourself after 2023?

- Yes: 21
- No: 1
- Maybe: 8
After 2023, I see a role for CID in...

- Continuation of the cohorts (data collection): 16
- Data storage and release: 21
- Maintaining the metadata interface: 21
- Continuation of collaborations: 21
- The formation of a new consortium: 8
- Implementation of the outcomes: 13
- ... other: 3